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ABSTRACT
In the article, we will consider a dynamic analysis of the design and parameters of the recommended spinning machine, which
provides a uniform supply of fibers to the spinning chamber to obtain high-quality filament in the working chamber of the
damaging drum. An accurate calculation of the parameters is required while ensuring the parallel movement of the flows.
During the period of time the volume changes in the working chamber of the damaging drum of the recommended pneumatic
spinning machine. It is known that the rotational speed of the drum is very high. During this period, a tape of fibers receives a lot
of blows from the sharp top of the tooth saw the drum. To reduce the impact force, designers recommend convex saws. We
know from the theory of operation of spinning chambers, during the discrediting of fibers, in the surface of the spinning
chambers, the fiber flow should be mutually parallel, the most basic fiber flow with each other should be at a great distance.
Only, the achievement of these qualities depends on the physico-mechanical properties and length of the fibers. During the
discredit, the saw of the drum combs the bands. In this process, what part of the fiber hits the saw of the drum, this deteriorates
and the process of discrediting. As a result, the quality of the resulting yarn is deteriorating. Here aerodynamic laws give the
expected result, therefore, it is necessary to undergo a dynamic analysis of the design and parameters of the recommended
spinning machine, which ensures a uniform supply of fibers into the spinning chamber.
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INTRODUCTION
The existing design of discreting drum leads to the breakage of the threads of pneumo mechanical spinning machines in
the process of combing, non-parallel combing of the coils, the formation of coils in the process of sampling. This has a significant
negative impact on the quality of the yarn. The improved construction of the discrete drum of pneumomechanical spinning
machines helps to eliminate the existing shortcoming in the combing process. (Fig. 1) In turn, ensuring that the flow of fibers in
the working chamber of the discrete drum of the pneumomechanical spinning machines moves in parallel with each other
depends on the parameters of the discrete drum and geometric shape of the headset saw tooth. This prevents from getting
quality yarn and breaking a lot of yarn.

Figure 1. Construction of VD – 330 Discretion Drum
In order to obtain quality yarn and prevent multiple yarn breakage, it is necessary to calculate the parameters in precise values
while ensuring the parallelism of the fiber flow in the volume change range in the working chamber of the discrete drum of the
pneumatic spinning machine. To do this, use the parameters of the discrete drum set recommended below.
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THEORETICAL RESEARCH

1мм 2 - formula for determining the volume of fibers flowing on the surface.
l l
V0  0.1 h  (1  1 2 )  S 0
3 L  t
Here is the surface

S 0  1 мм 2 h

t
– tooth height,

tooth step,

l2  the thickness of the tooth base, L- thickness of teeth,

l1  width of tooth base, l1/  thickness of tooth surface.
We analyze the overall surface area in our theoretical research.

S  t  h  2.5  1.8  4.5 мм 2

Two surface spaces of the headset were obtained from this surface, and the motion of the fibers flowing through this surface
was theoretically analyzed. Analysis of the movement of fibers along the total surface between the given tooth steps in terms of
volume change.
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The change in the size of the fibers from t1 to t2 for the tooth step
t2
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The size change of the fibers from L1 to L2 for the tooth thickness
L2
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The change in the size of the fibers from l1.1 to l1.2 for the width of the tooth base
l1.2
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The change in the size of the fibers from l2.1 to l 2.2 for the thickness of the tooth base

dV 
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OUTCOME ANALYSIS
In the working chamber of the discreting drum of a pneumatic spinning machine, it is necessary to calculate the
parameters in exact values to ensure the parallelism of the fiber flow in the range of volume changes. Graphs of tooth height,
pitch, width, and thickness of the base depending on the size of the fibers on the surface.
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a-picture. The graphs of the working height

S 0  1 мм 2

depending on the volume of the fiber flow in the time interval

t  2.8  10 4 c on

the surface : at different values of heights

h1  1,8 мм , h2  1,85 мм , h3  1,9 мм

b-picture. Volume-dependent graphs of viber flow on the

S 0  1 мм 2 surface t  2.8  10 4 c of the tooth steps: at different
values of the tooth steps

t1  2,5 мм , t 2  2,6 мм , t 3  2,7 мм

c- picture. Graphs of the width of the tooth base on the surface of

S 0  1 мм 2 surface in the time interval t  2.8  10 4 c fibers depending
on the volume : the width of the tooth base at different values in

l11  0.02 мм , l12  0.03 мм l13  0.04 мм

d-picture. Graphs of the thickness of the tooth base on the

S 0  1 мм 2 surface t  2.8  10 4 c in the time interval depending on
the volume of the fiber flow: the thickness of the tooth base at different
values

l 21  0.9 мм , l 22  0.93 мм l 23  0.96 мм

1мм 2

- the formula for combing the flow of fibers on the surface at the expense of the angle of inclination of the tooth

К  соs   e
2

  l 1 1 
  ( L  t )



(7)

  the coefficient of friction between the fiber and the table
L  tooth thickness, t  tooth pitch, l  fiber length
  the angle of inclination of the discrete drum teeth
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К  соs    e
2

tL


  l t  L












Graph of the coupling force depending on the angle of inclination of the tooth : the angles of deflection at different values

1  54 0 ,  2  580 ,  3  62 0

Figure 4. Performance analysis of the discretion drum.

F 

we divide the tensile strength of the teeth into two components

FТ  tangential force, angles are considered to be mutually equal, that is 1   2 .
The motion of the fiber is determined using the force momentum formula for the time interval   for a fiber of mass mt 

FN 

in the

1 
2 

normal force ,

V - volume range.
F   mt (2  1 )

(1)

the speed of the discreting drum
the combined speed of the discrete drum with the fiber

The motion of the total fibers in the Х interval

  time interval.

Х    ўр
We determine the total mass of fibers in the

(2)

V volume range

mум  mt  n
here:

(3)

mt  is the mass of a single fiber , n 
Average speed

 ўр 

is the number of fibers.

1  2

(4)

2

V - volume between the phases of the headset by the fiber capacity. Taking into account the effect of
the discretion drum on the surface of the tooth S - , and using the volumetric destiny  - of the fiber, we derive the expression
and the mass of the fibers is equal to m  V  S  
WE determine the tooth
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From here we determine the change in the surface area of the fibers of the

mt  0.1  h  S  (1 

1мм 2

surface.

l1  l2
) 
3 L

(4)

We take the value of equation (4) to equation (5)

l1  l2
)  (2  1 )
3 L
Х 2  Х
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F   0.1  h  S    (1 

(5)
(6)

We put the value of equation (6) in equation (5) and from the following equation.

F 
The resulting equation

l1  l2
)  (22  12 )
3 L
2  Х

0.1  h  S    (1 

1мм 2

(7)

is a formula that depends on the parameters of the sampling drum using an experimental force

to ensure the parallel movement of the flow of fiber on the surface.
thickness, L  tooth thickness,

h  tooth height, t  tooth pitch, l2  tooth base

l1  tooth base width.
2

graphs of the linear velocity of the discrete drum of the binding force of the total fibers on the surface - 1мм :

v1,1  352 м , v1, 2  379 м , v1,3  406 м
с
с linear velocities at different values.
с

CONCLUSION
Theoretical analysis of the flow of fibers in the working chamber of the discretion drum between the teeth was
calculated using the exact values of the parameters of the tooth that affect the movement of the fiber, and graphs were given.
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